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2.1 Introduction

     General information on VR simulator definitions and system requirements is

described, and explanations on essential components and their roles in typical VR

simulator systems are provided (Section 2.2).

     Based on the identified VR simulator system architecture, different types of VR

excavating machine simulators are reviewed to identify their contributions to the

development of VR excavating machine simulators (Section 2.3).

     Various excavating mechanisms are identified, and different models and theories are

reviewed to evaluate their capabilities of serving as one of the essential components in a

VR excavating simulator (physics-based environment model) (Section 2.4 and 2.5).

     A unique excavating mechanism of a typical excavator as well as what makes

excavator digging challenging and complex are described (Section 2.6).
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2.2 VR Simulator System

2.2.1 Definition of Virtual Reality Simulator

     A virtual reality simulator is generally defined as a mixed system of a computer

program and physical devices that intends to replicate the response of physical things in

response to a user’s input action with a high-quality visual display output (Seila 1995).

There can be different versions of this definition. However, what is unchangeable in the

definition of a simulator is the fact that a VR simulator is nothing but one special type of

simulation. Thus, it should be faithful to what simulation is meant to be. Fishwick (1994)

has defined the computer simulation as “the discipline of designing a model of an actual

or theoretical physical system, executing the model on a digital computer, and analyzing

the execution output”. What traditional computer simulation is missing, on the other

hand, is that it lacks the capability of letting users interact in real-time with the model

when they need to change model variables and perceive the executed results in visual and

interactive mode. In this regard, the preceding definition of a VR simulator needs to be

refined further as follows:

     A virtual reality simulator is a system of computer programs and interfacing devices

that receives users’ inputs in real-time and interactive mode, performs calculations for the

response of physical things based on their representations (models), and provides the

results with 3-dimensional graphical objects in real-time. (Note that VR simulator may

include other advanced sensory interfaces such as audio or haptic devices in an attempt to

improve human perception.)
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2.2.2 VR Simulator Architecture and Pipeline

     Even though there is no established consensus as to what components a VR simulator

system is supposed to have and how these components interact each other, some

functional model and pipeline proposed by a few researchers (Wakefield and O'Brien

1994; Cheok and Beck 1996; Wakefield, O'Brien and Perng 1996) could be an archetype

for further development to be based on. Their essential elements are reviewed and

summarized in the following diagram (Figure 2.1).

Figure 2.1 Architecture and Pipeline of a Virtual Reality Simulator System

     There are three main parts in VR simulator architecture: physics-based components,

graphical components, and interactive user interfaces. The physics-based components, in

turn, include a simulation engine and two physics-based models to represent the physics

of a machine and an environment, and the graphical components also include subparts
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such as a graphical machine model and a graphical environment model along with a

rendering engine.

     The physics-based models are the computational and mathematical representations of

simulated systems, which are used to describe the spatial and temporal behavior

characteristics of the simulated machine, and therefore should abide by the principles of

physics such as statics, dynamics and hydraulics depending on applications.

Consequently, the physics-based models deal with some physical properties such as

velocity, acceleration, position, displacement, strain, mass, force, pressure, momentum,

torque and energy not only for inner calculation but also for inputs and outputs.

     The physics-based models consist of two entities: a physics-based machine model and

a physics-based environment model. The physics-based machine model is the internal

and external representation of the parts and the pieces of a target machine system, and

dictates how the machine behaves to an operator’s specific commands. The machine

model is usually the main focus of the physics-based models for a machine simulator, and

in some cases it might be one and only model for a simulator system.  However, without

considering external agents that are influencing or interacting with the machine, an

attempt to simulate a machine can become a trivial effort in some situations. Therefore a

physics-based environment model is required as an external medium to provide proper

constraints or reactions to a machine model to regulate the machine behavior.

Environment models include any physical entities or objects that coexist and interact with

any simulated machines and affect machine behaviors. Bodies of water and air are

examples for ship and aircraft simulators, respectively, and terrain is another environment

model for military vehicle simulators and construction equipment simulators.

     The simulation engine is where the physics-based machine model and the physics-

based environment model are combined to produce finalized responses of a simulated

machine system. It operates on the outputs from the machine and environment models,

adjusts machine behaviors based upon the constraints set by the environment model, and
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transforms those outputs into another format of outputs for graphical components to

generate graphical images. The simulation engine is one of the indispensable parts of a

simulator system in that it functions as an interpreter between a physics-based machine

model and an environment model for them to communicate as well as a bridge for

outputs from the physics-based models to be transferred to the downstream graphical

components.

     The graphical components, on the other hand, only care for graphical and externally

visual representation of a machine and an environment. The 3-dimensional description of

objects in a system is defined and stored in geometrical models as a graphical machine

model and a graphical environment model. These models update their own data based

upon the information from the simulation engine. Then the rendering engine processes

and enhances this geometrical data for providing an output user interface with 3-

dimensional rendered images through techniques such as viewing, texture mapping and

lighting.

     Finally, the real-time interactive user interfaces make users capable of, firstly,

providing their intention into the physics-based machine model instantly and, secondly,

realizing the calculated responses through 3D graphical images in real-time. Essential

input user interfaces include joysticks and real control levers, handles or pedals.

Monitors, HMD ( head-mounted display) and a virtual reality theater, CAVETM (Cave

Automatic Virtual Environment) are the devices used as output interfaces for users to

perceive rendered images. Additionally auditory and haptic devices may be incorporated

into a VR simulator system if needs for those special effects arise.
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2.3 VR Excavating Machine Simulators

     Excavating machines are constantly used in any construction project as a source of

power for performing one of the challenging construction operations, “earthmoving

work.” Because of their popularity, excavating machines have been the appealing targets

for virtual equipment development, and the implication of virtual reality type simulator in

construction industry is still being explored by researchers.

     In this section, previous efforts on VR construction machine simulators are reviewed

with the focus on excavating machines. The VR excavating machine simulators,

depending on their simulator architectures and implemented components, are classified

into the following 4 categories: a graphical simulator, a realism-enhanced graphical

simulator, a hybrid simulator, and a physics-based simulator.

2.3.1 Graphical Simulator

     Graphical simulators (Anonymous 1996; Phair 1996; Lipman and Reed 2000; NIST

Computer-Integrated Construction Group Year Unknown; NIST Information Technology

Laboratory Year Unknown) are the simulators that rely only on graphical representations

of excavating machines and a terrain environment. Machine entities are manipulated by

users through interactive input interfaces such as control joysticks. Users interactively

perceive machine responses in real-time through 3D image displaying output devices.

The simulator successfully delivers visually convincing images of machines and scenes

for users to be able to perform, for example, visual checking and inspection for their

machine design or operation. These simulators incorporated some requirements of VR

simulator architecture discussed in the previous section. However, they omitted to

provide physically meaningful data into the systems’ graphical components. As a result,

these simulators are not capable of accounting for physical characteristics of modeled

objects. Specific developments are described in the following.
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     Caterpillar Inc. (Anonymous 1996; Phair 1996; NIST Information Technology

Laboratory Year Unknown) combined the power of supercomputers with the cutting-edge

immersive virtual environment display system, CAVE, for their equipment simulator. It

was implemented, for the output user interface, in surround-screen and surround-sound

environment with stereo glasses for users to be able to perceive scene changes as they do

in a real world. For the input interface, the simulator was supplied with a head sensor and

a platform mounted with a steering wheel, control levers and pedals. CAD information of

vehicles was transferred into the system for constructing geometrical models. These

graphical models along with other scene models were manipulated at users’ will, and the

positions of machine parts and viewpoints were interactively updated. Physics-based

components were not included because it was mainly developed as a product design tool

for designers to evaluate their designs and locate design problems by visual sensing in

almost real scale setting. An operator’s view in a newly designed vehicle, for example,

was easily evaluated by test-driving it and moving its some mechanical parts since all

what mattered was the visual checking whether the user’s view could be improved.

     NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology) (Lipman and Reed 2000;

NIST Computer-Integrated Construction Group Yr Unknown) also introduced the virtual

reality construction simulation system for the PC platforms. The interface for the input

data was provided in the form of a user-controlled widget (an independent window on top

of the main display window) where a user used a mouse to handle each appropriate

driving lever. The simulator was developed using VRML (Virtual Reality Modeling

Language) for constructing graphical components such as machines and a terrain and

performing interactive animation. Since the program was written in VRML, the

simulation system was accessible over the internet. Users were able to interactively

control the motion and the articulation of an excavator for performing virtual excavation

tasks. And the graphical terrain environment model was also interactively responding to

some user commands such as digging and dumping so the terrain was deformed and the

excavated soil was piled onto a dump truck or an adjacent space. The main purpose of

this development was to explore the possibility of visualizing construction operation. In
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other words, it was a pure visual simulation system, only caring for the appearance of the

excavation operation.

Figure 2.2 Graphical Simulator (NIST Year Unknown)

Table 2.1 Summary of Graphical Simulator

Pros Cons

- Convincing graphical images of machines and

environment

- Real-world controlling device interface

(Caterpillar)

- Access through the internet (NIST)

- Visual Simulation : only graphical models

included

- Not capable of accounting for physical

characteristics of an excavator, a terrain and

their interaction
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2.3.2 Realism-Enhanced Graphical Simulator

     A realism-enhanced graphical simulator (Li and Moshell 1994) is the one that uses

analytical methods for its graphical terrain so that graphical soil objects in virtual

environment behave in a physically valid way in order to maximize the effect of visual

presentation.  It accounted for soil deformation by calculating forces in sliced soil

elements. Each soil slice was analyzed for its representational forces and was tested

whether or not it was failed using a safety factor. Thus the deformation of the pile of soil

could be animated to provide behavioral realism of soil. The focus of this research was to

attain a dynamically changing soil environment in a virtual environment rather than

statically hard-coded terrain model so that users could feel the visually convincing

realism.

Figure 2.3 Realism-Enhanced Graphical Simulator (Li and Moshell 1994)

Table 2.2 Summary of Realism-Enhanced Graphical Simulator

Pros Cons

- Capable of providing plausible animation of

soil movement using soil particle model

- Terrain and machine models: only graphical

representation not having physics inside
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2.3.3 Hybrid Simulators

     A mixed or hybrid simulator (Ballantyne and Wong 1998) is the one that utilizes

physical objects such as a real excavator and measuring devices, as well as graphical

objects. A user sitting in a control unit is able to remote-control the machine through its

3D graphical representation whose images are constantly updated by measured data

through measuring devices attached to the real machine. In a strict sense, this system

cannot be regarded as a virtual reality type simulator. However, it includes some VR

simulator components such as graphical models and interactive user interfaces. Also, it

meets some functional requirements of the VR simulator architecture by feeding

physically meaningful information (measured data from the measuring devices) into

graphics components. The detailed description of the system is presented in the

following.

     Ballantyne and Wong (1998) conceived a hybrid simulator system, which utilized not

only virtual graphical objects but also real physical objects. The system was composed of

a remote work-site unit and a control site unit as shown in Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4 Hybrid Simulator System (Ballantyne and Wong 1998)
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     A laser scanning camera and an excavator attached with joint sensors, inclinometers

and wireless telemetry were the main parts of the remote unit. The laser scanner

measured the real-world geometry, and its information was translated into a 3D point sets

for the visible surfaces of the objects and terrain in the remote setting. These point sets

were turned into the graphical terrain model for the virtual environment, and were used

for identifying objects in the scene. Then, the dimensionally and kinematically accurate

graphical representation of an excavator was inserted into the scene. An operator, sitting

in a control unit, was able to remote-control the physical machine with “force-feel”

control sticks through the 3D graphical machine model. Measuring devices mounted on

the real physical excavator were continuously monitoring and transmitting the

geometrical information of mechanical parts in order to update the appearance of the

virtual excavator. Then the virtual excavator was tracking the motions of the real

excavator to provide useful feedback for the operator. This system was developed for

improving situation-awareness and depth perception for a remote control excavator

operation. This system did not include the physics-based models for the

computational components but it relied on the information of the real measuring devices

for reflecting the reality in the graphical scene.

Table 2.3 Summary of Hybrid Simulator

Pros Cons

- Capable of reflecting reality-valid information

of a machine and a terrain  into the graphical

components

- Linkage of reality into virtual reality (not a

true VR simulator)

- No real-time interactivity between users and a

system

- Expensive system
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2.3.4 Physics-Based Simulator

     A physics-based simulator (Wakefield and O'Brien 1994; Wakefield, O'Brien and

Perng 1996) is the one that includes physics-based machine and terrain models in its

system along with their graphical entities. Wakefield, O'Brien and Perng (1996)

developed a real-time interactive VR type excavator simulator system, whose core part

was the computational model of an excavator, which represented the external and internal

parts of a real excavator such as hydraulic, power, control systems as well as physical

structure and layout of an excavator so that physically meaningful data of the excavator

could be fed into its graphics system to give users interactive response for their input actions. The

system also adopted a rudimentary soil model as an attempt to account for the interaction

between excavating tool and soil. The functional components are depicted in Figure 2.5.

Figure 2.5 Physics-Based Simulator (Wakefield, O'Brien and Perng 1996)

Table 2.4 Summary of Physics-Based Simulator

Pros Cons

- Capable of providing physics-based

behavioral information of an excavator  into the

graphical scene

- Interactive simulation system

- Incomplete soil model and calculation

algorithm
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2.4 Tool-Induced Soil Resistance Models

     If the ultimate usage of an excavating machine simulator is not only to operate the

machine itself but also to interact with a surrounding soil environment in such a way that

a realistic excavating operation is possible, the physics-based models (machine and soil

environment models, Figure 2.1) should be provided to a simulator system along its

graphical capabilities. It is because machine excavation is one of soil failure problems, in

which comparison of excavating tool forces and resisting forces is necessary to test if a

certain portion of soil breaks. Thus the physics-based machine model should function as

the source to calculate excavating (driving) forces at excavating tools. On the other hand,

the physics-based environment model, i.e., soil model, should play a role as an agent for

producing physically reasonable resisting forces so that they can be used to regulate the

behavior of the excavating machine. However, none of the developments reviewed in the

previous section has paid special attention to the soil-tool interaction in order for virtual

simulators to be a complete engineering process tool. In this section, tool-induced soil

resistance models are reviewed for their capability and limitation to be the physics-based

environment (soil) model for an excavating machine.

2.4.1 Empirical Models

     The question to soil resistance due to a machine cutting mechanism has traditionally

been the focal interest in agricultural tillage area. The first tool-induced soil resisting

force models are empirical formulae based on experimental results (Zelenin, Balovnev

and Kerov 1986; Hemami, Goulet and Aubertin 1994). A series of the empirical models

for predicting a soil-cutting tool force were published by Zelenin, Balovnev and Kerov

(1986). One of them is the cutting resistance model for a bucket without teeth. This

model represents the cutting resisting force with the consideration of such factors as soil

condition, cutting condition and tool geometry as shown below.
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P = 10 • C0 • e1.35 • (1+2.6 • b) • (1+0.0075 • αc) • (1+0.03 • s) • α0 • k

(where, P: cutting resistance force, C0: compactness coefficient, e: cutting depth in

centimeters, b: bucket width in meters, αc: angle of cutting in degrees, s: bucket cutting

surface thickness in centimeters, α0: tip angle coefficient, k: cutting-type coefficient)

     Even though these models predict the resistance, they have some major drawbacks for

the use of excavating machine simulators. Firstly, they are not analytical models so their

capabilities for being tailored to simulation needs are very limited. For example, it is

difficult to determine how to represent in the formula a situation where an overburden is

placed on top of the anticipated cutting region.  Secondly, it is not clear what kinds of

forces base are included in the model. Thirdly, the models are not expressed in terms of

common geo-technical parameters such as internal friction angle (φ) and cohesion (c).

This expressional usage is necessary in order for the model to easily reflect soil properties

out of soil lab testing results for construction projects. Lastly, since the models are based

on experiments, the validity of the models depends on how closely considered conditions

resemble the original testing conditions.

Table 2.5 Summary of Empirical Models

Pros Cons

- Easy to calculate the soil resistance

- Moderately accurate prediction in a

limited condition

- Limited extensibility

- Not expressed in common parameters of soil

such soil friction angle (φ) and cohesion (c)

- Types of involved forces not clear

(2-1)
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2.4.2 Analytical Resistance Models (Universal Earth-Moving Equation Models)

     The problem of calculating resisting forces due to soil-breaking tools has also been

answered to a certain satisfiable level through continuous development of analytical

models. Even though those analytical models are different in their forms and

assumptions, they all can be grouped into one category, namely, universal earth-moving

equation models. The universal earth-moving equation is a general expression for a soil

resistance where the resistance is decomposed into components of forces such as

gravitational, cohesional, adhesional and frictional forces. Models in this category

assume that a certain failure shape develops as a machine blade pushes soil. By solving

the static equilibrium equations with corresponding forces on boundary lines (for 2D

models) or planes (for 3D models) the resisting forces are derived (Perumpral, Grisso and

Desai 1983; Grisso and Perumpral 1985; McKyes 1985). Further description and

discussions for 2D and 3D models are presented in the following.

A.   2-D Analytical Resistance Model

     From the analogy of earthmoving mechanics to the Terzaghi’s bearing capacity

theory, Reece proposed the universal earth-moving equation as follows to predict the tool

cutting resisting force P (McKyes 1985).

P = ( γ • d2 • Nγ  + c • d • Nc + q • d • Nq ) • w

(where,  P: tool cutting resistance, γ: soil unit weight, d: tool cutting depth, c: soil

cohesion, q: surcharge pressure, w: tool width, and Nγ, Nc, Nq: factors depending on soil

frictional strength, tool geometry and soil-tool strength properties)

     This model can be analytically derived from Terzaghi’s wedge theory of passive soil

failure depicted in Figure 2.6. The exact slip line is approximated by a straight line at soil

failure angle (β ). Then P can be decided by summing up the forces in the horizontal and

(2-2)
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vertical directions, and it is resolved into the terms shown in the formula above. Note that

Nγ, Nc and Nq are functions of a cutting angle, a soil failure angle, a tool-soil friction

angle and a soil friction angle.

Figure 2.6 2D Analytical Tool-Induced Resistance Model

B.   3-D Analytical Resistance Models

     Payne described the inherent problem of the 2-D analysis as “when a vertical soil-

cutting tool is not very wide, a large proportion of the cut soil moves sideways, rather

than simply in the x and z directions (McKyes 1985).” Thus, other analytical methods for

the soil-cutting tool force have been proposed in 3-dimension to correct the problem of

the 2-dimensional analytic model. Perumpral’s model is shown in Figure 2.7 as a

representative for 3-D analytical models (Perumpral, Grisso and Desai 1983). A soil

resisting force can be calculated using the equilibrium of forces on the boundary planes.
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Figure 2.7 3D Analytical Tool-Induced Resistance Model by Perumpral (1983)

     Some 3D models developed Hettiaratchi and Reece, Godwin and Spoor, McKyes and

Ali, and Perumpral et al are proved to be the ones that predict separation resistance

reasonably well (Grisso and Perumpral 1985).

     Although these analytical models overcome the limitations of the empirical resistance

models, their capability of being resistance models for simulators of any excavating

machines is limited for a number of  reasons.

     Firstly, these models are not capable of accounting for different excavating tool

shapes when predicting resisting forces. This is because their soil breaking tools are

plates with either infinite width or a rectangular shape as opposed to bucket shape tools

such as the ones used for shovels, backhoes and draglines. In a dozer-type excavation,

excavated soil gets into a flow of ripped soil that has developed along blade surface, and

eventually comes out of the tool as excavation proceeds further as shown in Figure 2.8

(Balovnev 1983; Alekseeva, Artem'ev, Bromberg, Voitsekhovskii and Ul'yanov 1986;

Bosoi, Verniaev, Smirnov and Sultan-Shakh 1987).
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Soil Layers

Figure 2.8 Soil Flow in a Dozer Blade

     However, this soil flow phenomenon does not usually occur in a bucket excavation

due to its geometrical shape (Figure 2.9). As excavation continues, soil is filled inside a

bucket and gets packed (bucket filling ).

Figure 2.9 Typical Shape of an Excavation Bucket

     Secondly, another crucial incapability of these models is that they can not account for

soil failure caused by a different excavating mechanism, penetration, which is a common

failure mechanism in machines such as excavators and draglines. These analytical models

are only based on the separation mechanism.
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Table 2.6 Summary of Universal Earth-Moving Equation Models

Pros Cons

- Clear representation of forces involved

- Capable of defining soil failure zone

- Flexiblity to include other conditons such

as sloped soil surface

- Not appropriate for bucket tools

- No consideration of tool penetration
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2.5 Penetration Mechanism and Theories

     In this section, the focus is shifted to a more specific excavating machine type, the

primary subject of this research, a construction (hydraulic) excavator or a (hydraulic)

backhoe.

     In this type of machine, another excavating mechanism, penetration, plays a crucial

role along with separation mechanism. This failure mechanism makes an excavator

unique and different from other separation-only-based excavating machines such as

dozers or agricultural tillage machines.

2.5.1 Penetrability, Separability and Versatility

     The reasons an excavator can have two distinct excavating mechanisms, i.e., the

separation and the penetration are explained by their  digging tool shape and motional

versatility.

     As far as the shape is concerned, the digging tool (or bucket) of a backhoe mainly

consists of two parts as shown in Figure 2.10. Firstly, a bucket has a part through which

separation forces are exerted, which resembles a rectangle in its shape (indicated ‘A’ in

the figure) as is the case of a separation-only excavating tool. (This portion of a bucket

will be hereinafter termed a separation plate of a bucket. Detailed description is

continued in Chapter 5.) By the separation plate, an excavator is able to displace soil by

pushing it to failure state. In addition, a bucket has other mechanical part, teeth (‘B’ in

the figure), by which it can penetrate through soil media, eventually facilitating digging

process. More detailed description on a typical bucket shape is continued in Chapter 5.
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Figure 2.10 Bucket Separability and Penetrability

     Moreover, unlike only-pushing-forward-mode of dozer movement, excavators rely on

combinational movement of independently rotating power-transmitting members (a

boom, a stick and a bucket) around their respective joints as schematically depicted in

Figure 2.11. This motional versatility makes an excavator fully utilize the separating and

penetrating capabilities of a bucket.

Figure 2.11 Motional Characteristic of an Excavator
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     Depending on the angle at a bucket tip between this combinational rotation trajectory

of teeth and a separation blade, the bucket may undergo penetration resistance, separation

resistance, or mixed resistance of both. In this specific case of Figure 2.11, for example,

when only the boom rotates around the joint ‘A’ (boom joint) with the stick and the

bucket not allowed to rotate independently around their respective joints ‘B’ and ‘C’, the

trace of the bucket tip results in a circular trajectory marked by a blue line. The angle

formed by the circular trajectory and the separation blade is almost zero (parallel). It

means that the separation blade does not function as a soil separating tool but only the

bucket teeth exert forces to penetrate soil media. Thus in this particular case the bucket

only undergoes penetration resistance.

     However, it is reasonable to expect the bucket could go through both separation and

penetration resistance. This happens, for example, when only the stick is allowed to rotate

independently around its joint ‘B’ in this particular case of Figure 2.11. The circular

trajectory marked by a green line forms a certain angle with the separation blade, which

explains the case of mixed resistance expected above.

2.5.2 Penetration Theories

     There has been a number of efforts made to solve penetration-related problems. In the

geotechnical engineering area, the engineers needed a theoretical vehicle for penetration

by which they could correlate soil properties with the cone resistance or the pile end-

bearing capacity (Berg 1994; Yu and Mitchell 1998). For some agricultural scientists, the

penetration theory should provide the link between the soil resistance and plant root

penetration (Farrell and Greacen 1966; Greacen, Farrell and Cockroft 1968).
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     There are two widely accepted penetration theories: one is the bearing capacity theory

and the other is the cavity expansion theory.

A.   Bearing Capacity Theory

     The bearing capacity theory (stress characteristics method) treats soil as a rigid plastic

material, and assumes a certain incipient lateral shear failure line circumscribed by a

plane and a logarithmic spiral around the penetrated object as shown in Figure 2.12. Then

global equilibrium is analyzed to calculate the vertical pressure as the bearing capacity

(Farrell and Greacen 1966; Berg 1994; Yu and Mitchell 1998).

Figure 2.12 Different Failure Shape of Deep Penetration (Yu and Mitchell 1998)

     Even though the theory presents the quick and simple calculation method for the

resistance, it has limitations as described in the following.

No consideration of penetration process (small-strain approach)

     A penetrating object is experiencing deformation change as soil under its tip is

gradually being pushed away to give room for the penetrometer. However, the theory

calculates soil resistance for a penetrated object (or an object put in a pre-bored hole), not

for a penetrating object (Berg 1994). Thus the theory is not appropriate for a case where

a continuous penetration process is to be emphasized. Note that the theory essentially

adopts the same calculation scheme as the universal earth-moving equation models
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described in Section 2.4.2.

Inconsistency of shear surface presence

     There is a variety of different shapes of the lateral shear failure among the existing

bearing-capacity-based models as demonstrated in Figure 2.12, which results in

inconsistent calculation results for soil resistance. It has even been reported that the

lateral shear failure shapes as shown in Figure 2.12 do not occur under certain conditions

(Ladanyi and Johnston 1974; Yu and Mitchell 1998; Das 1999).

Lack of Flexibility

     In excavator penetration, the tool is often not penetrating soil media in a vertical

direction. Rather it is entering through the ground at an arbitrary angle. The resistance

due to this arbitrary penetration angle of attack can not be calculated by the bearing

capacity theory since it can not present the proper failure mode.

Table 2.7 Summary of Bearing Capacity Theory

Pros Cons

- Useful for resistance calculation of a

penetrated object

- Can not account for penetration process

- Inconsistent failure mode

- Only valid for vertical penetration
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B.   Cavity Expansion Theory

     It is the cavity expansion theory that takes into account the actual penetration process

(and the soil compressibility property). Yu and Houlsby (Yu and Houlsby 1991)

described the cavity expansion in soil as follows (Figure 2.13).

Figure 2.13 Cavity Expansion Process

     “An unbounded three-dimensional medium of dilatant soil contains a single spherical

(or cylindrical) cavity. Initially the radius of the cavity is a0 and a hydrostatic pressure p0

acts throughout the soil… The pressure inside the cavity is then increased to p (with

radius increased to a)… (At this point) the deformation of the soil is elastic…As the

pressure p increases further (to the pressure p1 with the radius a1), initial yielding starts at

the cavity wall… After initial yielding a plastic zone within the region a1 ≤ r ≤ b forms

with the increase of the cavity pressure p (, and the elastic zone forms outside the plastic
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zone r ≥ b).”

     The theory explains the penetration process such that a penetrating object is pushing

itself into the soil media by expanding the initially existent small cavity via radial

compression of the soil, and consequently by forming the spherical (or cylindrical) cavity

to the extent it gets large enough to accommodate the tip of the penetrometer (Farrell and

Greacen 1966). The radial pressure to form a cavity is referred to as the cavity expansion

pressure p.

     The theory overcomes all the limitations of the bearing capacity theory. It does not

only explain the penetration process reasonably with a large-strain approach with proper

soil deformation behavior, but also has flexibility in terms of being applied with any

arbitrary penetration angle.

     When the cavity expansion theory is applied to the penetrating resistance calculation,

however, a few problems arise described in the following.

Matching bucket tip with cavity

     The cavity expansion theory explains how a cavity grows and how much pressure is

needed to expand it further. However, it excludes the consideration of how that pressure

is provided and what form of mechanical device provides the pressure. It inherently

assumes a certain type of ideal pressure source that can exert pressure into the cavity in

spherically (or cylindrically) radial direction so that the cavity can expand radially. A

good example of this kind of pressure source might be a device that looks and functions

like a balloon. The balloon as the power source is a perfect match in terms of the shape

and the expanding process with the spherically growing cavity (only if the balloon

pressure is big enough for breaking the soil). However, in reality there is no such a device

that can penetrate soil medium. As far as the bucket tooth penetration is concerned, its

shape is  rather close to a cone shape.
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Initial conditions

     The cavity expansion theory is explaining the expansion process by assuming a

medium (soil) has an initial spherical (or cylindrical) cavity with a radius a0 and initial

pressure p0, which continuously grows into the bigger cavity. However, the theory lacks

the consideration how to provide this type of initial conditions in real situations.

Table 2.8 Summary of Cavity Expansion Theory

Pros Cons

- Accounts for penetration process

- Can be applied for penetration in an

arbitrary angle

- Tool shape for penetration is not specified

- Initial conditions should be assumed
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2.6 Secondary Separation Mechanism

     Interestingly, the motional versatility and bucket shape of an excavator may produce

another distinct excavating mechanism, which should be explained along with the bucket

filling phenomenon described in Section 2.4.2. Consider an excavation case where bucket

teeth are introduced into the soil horizontally as shown in Figure 2.14. As the bucket

proceeds further, it starts to get filled and compacted (the left side of the figure). Up to

this point, the resistance the bucket has experienced is only the penetration resisting

force. Thus one can not see any soil failure develop on the soil surface because the soil

has broken inside the soil body. However, once the bucket is fully compacted as shown in

the right-hand side of the figure, the soil starts to exhibit the same failure pattern as

previously seen in Figure 2.6, in which only separation resistance exists. This lapsed soil

failure pattern can be explained by introducing additional soil failure mechanism, a

secondary separation. The fully compacted soil inside the bucket forms some type of

block and its forefront side functions as another separation blade, which in turn pushes

the soil further to develop a soil failure surface as depicted in the right-hand side of

Figure 2.14. It is concluded that even when digging starts with a pure penetration, the

separation mechanism can occur later, imposing a condition where resistance calculation

must be based on additional digging mechanism, the secondary separation (Park 2000).

Figure 2.14 Explanation on Secondary Separation Mechanism (Park 2000)
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2.7 Conclusion

     It is observed from the previous works that the development of a VR type excavating

machine simulator is in the state of transition from mere visual representation to visual

and physical representation to undertake the role of being a true engineering process tool.

However, no significant contribution has been made in terms of the development of a

complete simulator system.

     From the perspective of excavator digging, some models and theories have been

reviewed in terms of their capabilities of serving as a source of providing excavating tool-

induced resisting forces. Even though some of them are recognized useful to explain

some soil-tool interactions, they also exhibit shortcomings, which makes them partially

applicable to excavator digging cases.

     As characteristics of excavator machines, three different digging mechanisms have

been identified: separation, penetration and secondary separation. These are the main

reasons this type of machines is so unique in contrast to other one-excavating-

mechanism-bearing machines. This uniqueness itself presents another uniqueness for

excavator digging, which makes excavator digging further challenging. As a bucket goes

through soil media, eventually leaving a digging trajectory (bucket tip trace) behind,

digging mechanisms are constantly changing from one type to another because an

excavator operator is frequently changing his digging operation by manipulating control

sticks differently depending on soil condition, site constraints and his digging intention.

Sometimes there is not just one dominant digging mechanism existent, but two or three

different mechanisms are co-existent. Therefore, when a digging trajectory is broken

down into a series of segments, each segment matches to a single excavating mechanism

or mixed excavating mechanisms, each of them represents digging action, requiring a

particular soil-resistance calculation scheme.

     It is concluded that excavator digging is challenging because three distinct digging

mechanisms are resolved into different types of digging actions, which, in turn, are
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forming into a digging process. Therefore, as far as the tool-soil interaction is concerned,

what should be focused on is not digging mechanisms themselves but digging actions

since they are the integral constituents to explain the process of an excavator digging.
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